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September 2020 
 
Dear Croton-Harmon Students, Parents, Staff and Community, 
 

Think. Create. Reflect. Respect. 
Challenging ALL Students to be Critical and Creative Thinkers. 

 
Welcome to the 2020-2021 school year. For many, including myself, the start of a new school 
year represents new beginnings. It is a time to bring fresh ideas and renewed energy to our 
classrooms and presents wonderful, new opportunities for our students and our district. This is 
particularly so given what we endured in the second part of last school year. As I reflect on last 
year I would be remiss if I didn’t share, once again, how very proud I am of our students, faculty, 
staff and community. We worked through challenges together and I believe we are stronger for 
it.  
 
Although this has been a time of significant change, many constants remain. Our administrators, 
teachers and staff eagerly wait to greet our students. They plan for a quality education for all 
students while incorporating into their designs the unique and separate challenges that may be 
required to further the development of each individual child. Most importantly, they consider how 
best to foster a supportive learning environment. But, we also appreciate that each school year 
will be different from others.  Our students have been away from their schools for a long time. 
We are poised to meet students where they are and take them to their next level.  This work will 
mean something different for each individual and we are ready for this journey. 
 
Our partnerships are stronger than ever.  We have partnered with Croton Caring, Croton 
Coalition, PTAs, CHEF, Boosters, the Village and others, as well as, community members to 
engage in rich dialogue and outreach.  Our committee structures have increased community 
engagement, allowing for critical input that ensures many voices are heard and perspectives 
represented.  
 
Our School Re-entry Task Force has been working diligently since the spring and throughout 
the summer to develop and refine our plans. The well-being of our students, faculty and staff 
remain of paramount importance and I would like to personally thank the task force for their 
commitment to this work. 

 



 

 
All of the work outlined above requires critical and creative thinking - the same kind that we will 
continue to encourage and foster among our students. Our recent journey has underscored that 
these skills have never been more critical. Now it is time to look ahead - with hope, purpose and 
excitement.  
 
Yours in Mission Possible, 
 
Dr. Deborah O’COnnell 
Superintendent of Schools 


